Up-regulation of CC chemokine ligand 20 and its receptor CCR6 in the lesional skin of early systemic sclerosis.
Mononuclear cell (MNC) infiltrate is one of the earliest pathological changes in systemic sclerosis (SSc) skin. However, little is known about the recruitment of these cells into skin lesions. Recently, the role of chemokines has been suggested in the pathogenesis of SSc. Here we studied the expressions and distributions of CC chemokine CCL20 and its receptor CCR6 in early SSc skin lesions and the difference in CCL20 expressions and ability to recruite MNCs of normal dermal fibroblast (NDF) and scleroderma dermal fibroblast (SSDF). We found that the expressions of CCL20 and its receptor CCR6 were obviously up-regulated in SSc in contrast to normal human skin. mRNA levels were significantly expressed in SSc lesional skins vs normal skin tissues. SSDF displayed increased constitutive expressions of CCL20 mRNA and protein. In addition, Th1 cytokines (TNF-α and IL-1β) remarkably increased the expression of CCL20 in both NDF and SSDF in a dose- and time-dependent manner. Supernatants from SSDF showed stronger chemotactic activity to PBMCs than those from NDF. Thus our findings suggest that CCL20 released from cytokine-activated SSDF plays an important role in the induction of SSc by further recruiting more MNCs to the skin.